
Having a fruit vessel greet us in a home is almost as constant as a pet 
awaiting our return – it’s cheerful and brightens up a room immediately. 
Italian-Brazilian company Zanocchi & Starke has made a playful 
yet minimal customisable fruit bowl out of very little parts. Not to be 
mistaken for f lat pack furniture, Duas Faces’ assembly requires no 
directions as turning the plates aside is possible to switch from wood 
to a coloured surface, creating new combinations and giving different 
personalities to the fruit bowl. For a pop of colour, a neon shade is 
available next to the subdued white on wood. Zanocchi & Starke is 
available at Naisse.

The high level of artistic craftsmanship 
of Moser’s crystal works was once 
distinguished in the homes and 
palaces of monarchs and politicians 
for more than 156 years. Sought after 
by prominent figures throughout the 
world, Moser luxurious crystals are 
renowned for their originality. Rich in 
textures, this Czech Republic-borne 
company plays with lead-free crystals 
to produce a distinctive high lustrous 
vase which allows for detailed cutting and engraving, perfect for a gift. 
Moser’s meticulous utilisation of thin-walled and heavy-walled glass is 
evident as it has mastered the techniques of fine gilding, platinum plating 
and other demanding treatment processes. A luxurious vase aims to delight 
its user through the varied details within this functional art piece. Moser is 
available at Commercial Center Takashimaya.

Striking Missus

Ritzy Glass

Two Face

That fleeting moment when you meet the very soulmate 
you’ve always been searching for has been reinvented by 
Jacco Maris into Mrs. Q, a collection that is effortless 
at creating maximum forms from minimal amounts of 
material. In this case, Mrs. Q is enrobed in robust leather 
shade which makes its down-to-earth character all the 
more alluring in a study. The formidable base designed in 
metal adds an industrial touch. Mrs.Q’s curves cannot be 
attested by any other as a result of the perfect mixture of raw 
elegance. The apparent simplicity of the base, the special 
colour combination and its leather finish give this lamp a 
timeless yet organic feel. Jacco Maris is exclusively available 
at Tatum.
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